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3APSTRACY
Transiont offects in the cholesteric-nematic transformation and
nematic-cholesteric relaxation in nixtures of NBTA0 and cholesteryl
chloride were studied by ontical measurements. The behavioar was feund
to be dependent critically on the parameter L/Po. Ontical rotations
were seen bo bo th in the forward and reverse transitions. it was first
observed that the metastable state aftor rolayation was determined by
the turn-off rate, and was ascribed to the influence of the electric
field on the two competing relaxtion mechanisms. A somi-Quantitative
analysis reveals the Significant role played by Ec, the threshold ficld
for Leislie's coaical deformation. In additioa, it Supports Tetsuro
Ohtsuka and Hasahide Tsukamoto's argument that the optical rotation is
due to the inverse process of cholesteric-to-Nematic tranition induced
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i component of, 'molecular field'
strain rate tensor (i.e. symm. part of vel. gradient!
rotation tensor (i.e. asym, part of vel• gradient)
rotation of director rel. to the fluid
dielectric tensor
permittivity parallel to the director
permittivity perpendicular to the director
dielectric anisotropy
normalised wavelength of light
mean refractive index
electric threshold field to completely unwind a
cholesteric to a nematic
electric threshold field of the Leslie's conical
deformation
Frank's elastic constants for splay, twist, bend




Everyday experience has led us to familiar with substances
that undergo a transition from the solid phase to the isotropic
liquid phase. However, nature provides some exceptional examples
that do not fall into this 'rule'. Many organic compounds exhibit
intermediate states in passing from solid-...to liquid which are now
collectively known as, 'mesophases'. The partial ordering of the
molecules in a mesophase may be either translational or rotational
or both. Accordingly,.those retaining a translational order (i.e,
existence of a 3-dimensional lattice) but with the absence of any
rotational order are known as 'plastic crystals'. In general molecules
forming this mesophase are more or less globular so that barriers
to rotation are relatively small compared with the lattice energy.
Those lacking lattice structure but preserving considerably
rotational order are named 'ordered fluids' or more commonly 'liquid
crystals'. Because of the lack of 3-dimensional translational order,
these substances are 'fluid-like' and possess all the macroscopic
properties of an ordinary fluid. The dimensions of the molecules are
very anisotropic with a rigid long skeleton. A strong electronic
polarizability seems essential in the formation of this mesophase.
(II) Classification of _Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystal phase may be formed either by cooling the sub-
stance from isotropic liquid phase or by heating from the solid phase.
These liquid crystals are known as 'thermotropic' since transitions
involving these mesophases are initiated by a temperature change.
Solutionsof rod-like molecules in a naturally isotropic solvent may
als© form liquid crystal phases for sufficiently high concentration.
These are often referred to 'lyotropic liquid crystals'. Examples
are found when suitable concentrations of dexoyribonucleic acid,
certain viruses or synthetic polypeptides are dissolved in appropiate
solvents. In the following chapters reference is only given to
thermotropic liquid crystals.
If classification is based on molecular ordering three types
of liquid crystals may be identified. This scheme was first proposed
by Friedel which divides ordered fluids into nematic, cholesteric
and smectic phases.
(II-1) Hematics
Hematic liquid crystals possess the lowest degree of order.
A schematic representation is shown in fig.1-1.
fig. 1-1
Schematic renreentation of nematic order1aijmimrnm-urii-anrgfliiiI nl'iHWI'l'MrriiifllI—rHU'lflIIPiiKil
One majr get an idea of the nematic order by-dumping a bundle of
chopsticks from a small height onto the table. By visualising the
chopsticks as rod-like molecules, one may find an existence of long
range orientational order, i.ec the molecules tend to align -parallel
to a preferred direction represented by the unit vector n, The centres
of mass of the- molecules are however randomly distributed without
any long range correlation. Hematic phase is the most mobile one
among the three.
(II-2) Cholesterics
As its name implies, cholesteric liquid crystals are mainly




The saturated chain C and the radical R behave like flexible tails
protruding out of the flat and stiff central body. This structure
subsequently leads to a twisting molecular alignment as molecules
should be displaced some degrees from their next neigbours in order
to achieve a close package. The result is a helical structure, the
pitch P of which is defined by the distance which is necessary tost
rotate n by 2IT when proceeding along the helical axis. It is nematic
locally and in fact a cholesteric LC with an infinite pitch corres-
%
ponds to the nematic structure. The helical twist may be either
'laevo'(left-handed) or'dextro' (right-handed). Sometimes the sense
of rotation may change when a mixture of left-handed and right-
handed cholesterics changes in temperature, but this has never been




Schematic representation of helical strusture
(IX-3) Smectics
From a structural point of view, these are layered structures,
with a well-defined interlayer spacing. The thickness of each layer
is of the order of a molecular length. Thus smectic liquid crystals
arethe most ordered form and therefore the most viscous one among
the three. There are 8 types of smectics but the most commonly
found belong to one of the three types denominated by B,C andA.
Smectic A is characterized by a layered structure and inside each
layer the centres of gravity show no long range correlation but
with the molecules orientating more or less perpendicular to the
layers. The smectic C is very similar to smectic A, i.e. they are
like 2-dimensional liquids, but opically biaxial. It is inferred




Arrangement of molecules in a
smectic A (b) smectic C
The smectic B is the most ordered of the three major smectics that
long range order exists in each layer. Thus it is a 2-dimensional
solid.
Indeed, if one material is able to display all kinds of rnesophases







It should be noted that a pure material cannot show both cholesteric
and nematic phase. However the cholesteric phase,in the sequence may
be replaced by nema tic if it is the case.
UII) Thesis Outline
Application of an intense electric field to a cholesteric
liquid crystal can cause a phase transformation to a nematic state.
This kind of transition has the potential of having a shorter relaxation-
time constant, and therefore merits consideration for display system
applications! Unfornately only a few papers have been published on
the study of the transient effects and the understanding so far is
still rather superficial. In this thesis, an attempt to clarify the
physical mechnisms involved in transients is made on mixtures of
cholesteryl chloride + cholesteryl nonanoate and cholesteryl
chloride + p-methyl benzylidene-p-n-butylaniline (MBBA). These
chemicals were selected because they were most commonly used in
experimental studies so that sufficient parameters might be derived
for numerical calaulations and comparison. Parallel boundary
alignment is employed throughout the experiments which is found to
have a noticeable effect on the rise time and relaxation process,
Thecmost outstanding achievement in this study is the discovery of
the dependence of a metastable state on the turn-off rate, A semi-•A
quantitative interpretation is proposed and is placed in the appendix
for brevity. The mathematics cannot be considered rigorous since the
differential epilations are not solvable at least analytically,
Nevertheless the conclusions drawn are consistent with the observations
even quantatively, Futhermore the analysis enables us to make some
predictions on the transient behaviours.
Chapter 2 is a simplified description of the continuum theories
which ase the fundamental conceptions in all analysis. The optical
and transformation properties of cholesterics will be found in chapter
3 and 4. The experimental procedures and techniques axe described
briefly in chapter 5 whilst chapter 6 is devoted to the results and
analysis. The conclusion together with a discussion of the applications
of the new effect is presented in chapter 7, Unlike the usual.
practice that appendices only play a minor role, readers should refer
to appendices 1 and 2 following chapter 7 for a theoretical
treatment of experimental data.
CHAPTER 2




Like other branches of physics, a single theory has not been
established to account for all the physical properties of LC{s»
The Molecular Field Theory, which is of statistical nature and
has succeeded in explaining the thermal phase transitions, light
scatterings, NMR and fluctuations near the clearing temperature
T , finds little application in macroscopic phenomena® Fortunately,c
this has been solved by the continuum theory• The abolished
swqrm theory was a phenomenological model originally devised to
explain the strong scattering observed in LC's„ But due to its
inherent drawback of assuming the existence of abrupt transition walls
between neighbouring swarms and the failure to explain the
hydrodynarnic instabilities, its standing has been taken over by
the continuum theory® Here a brief review of the continuum theory
developed by Ericksen ,Leslie and Parodi is outlined systematically®
(II) ErickSen-Lesli e's Hydrodynamical equations»imumvwr.y»tEa3agLBiggawatPMajai'HB5tttimaottw«a»rTniiifntam m .-mmaaainaaiittRM-j nBammNOQECanasaoaisia
Liquid crystal is in fact a single example of a multipolar
medium. Therefore the mathematical formulation originated from the
study on this new branch of mechanics.
All the liquid crystals synthesised so far constitute long,
rod-like molecules with conjugated chains along the skeleton,
] nce a definite directional order exists with consequent anisotrop
of mechanical, electric, magnetic and optical properties. In view
of the multipolar continuum mechanics, an additional independent
variable n should he introduced to complete the description. The
-i • i
may be visualised as vector whose direction shows
the average direction of the molecules in the domain
the radius of the domain which is vanishing small compared with the
macroscopic dimension r but is sufficiently large to accommodate
many molecules. The magnitude ncp; may be variable in the general case,
However a normalization ncnj--f leads to a simper expression.
General description of the Anisntrnrnc Fluid——WIIm! IMMmi»ji K.1i iiiji—ij——i—i •.———WWKmmmtgtmw;KUD«'«——WN———»~mhiw p———mmm tmmMnmnil i - »••«-«
For liquid crystal, it is customary to let the total energy depend
on as well, as discussed by Frank.This arises from the existence
of a long-range orientation order. To simplify the derivation developed
by Ericlcsen and Leslie, it is convenient to introduce the free-energy
-v 4- 4- -! 1 T,T TTTI or o
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principle of virtual work, the increase of total free energy of ;
mesophase originally in equilibrium is given by
represent the various surface
_ _ rj i _ n _ » -i • i «
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By applying the Divergence theorem to (2.5) and with some manipulations,
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The suggestion of the above definition will be obvious by
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(2.7c
For the dynamic case, we must first characterize £
~4m -m n a .
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Thus wp Hpfi the total stress as
(2,9a)
and the total microstress as
(2.9b)
The equation of momentum flux transport is
where total bodv force rer unit mass
The eouation of Minromotion is
(2.11)
wh sr Pi
extrinsic body force associated with the
microstructure•
The energy balance should be written as follows:
(2.12
where being the unit vector normal to cLS
= heat flux in the direction of dS.
.1
heat supply per unit mass
With the aids of (2.10) (2.11), the differential form of (2-12) is
(2.13
Performing an observer transformatioi
where Q(t) is a rotation operation.
( 2-4
The angular momentum equation is obtained:
(2.10
If we introduce a multipolar stress
(2.1 Sa)
and the couple stress
( O -1 rk
Then equation (2.14) can be rewritten in another form:
(2.16)
Summarizing the above discussion, the general equations governing
the hydrodynamics of liquid crystal are listed in the following® They
are considered to be general as no interpretation has been taken in the
origin of the variables. Constitutive equations are needed to establish their
relations and make the whole set of equations solvable.
Ill e a n 11 ,q t. i o vi a a r a :
( P 11
- Momentum Transport Equation.
(2.-18
—Momentum Transport Equation for directorwi-
( ? . 1Q
Dissipation density for isothermal processescm '
li the following section , the Frank's curvature stress theory wiL
be discussed which Rives constitutive equation relating W to the
material's uarameter by imposing - considerations 030




The curvature elastic theoryvas first established by the pioneers:
Zocher and Oseen Oseen derived his equation of elastic energy of
mesophases by considering the summation of interaction energy between
(3)
molecules taken in pairs Frank , in 1938, visualized the inadequacy
and modified the theory by symmetry considerations,. The present presentation
will therefore follow Frank's idea with modification
To begin with, we have to classify three tyjbes of curvature distortions
i 1 1 ustra+.pr! i n Vi a- — 1 .
Sclav Twist Bend
Fig 2'
If the distortionless local director nCv) is pointing in the





Thus expanding the distorted local director n by a Taylor
ft r» i oq T.r .o r»Vif qi n
(2.20)
Ms® assume the elastic free energy density W may be written in
the form:
Here? we heve rnrh
for simplicity.
Following Frank's argument on uniaxial symmetry, one may readily
arrive . at the final general equation:
(2.22)
By putting
Frank's final derivation is given by:
(2.25)
In finuat.inn ( 2 — ? v for mirror
symmetry and k vanishes unless polarity and mirror symmetry occur
s multaneously•
However, later studies reveal the fact that there is no
«e« tTr
physical difference .between n and -n , and therefore oG and the ten
involving k in equation (2-25) should be deleted. Furthermore,
the last term may also be discarded in view of bulk elastic energy
dpnsitv sinpfi
(2.2b)
and when performing the volume integration, each term may be
transformed to a surface intergral by the divergence theorem.
T r i =; n n t a H t hat •
(o
(2.23) is then reduced to :
(2.26
The story has not been completedyet By the fact that
and
The bulk : curvature elastic free energy may be expressed as
(2,2
Equation (2.27) is the form utilized by the Orsay group and. many other
authors. Quantity t vanishes in the case of nematic LC's and should be
retained for CLC where enantiornorphy is present.
fP Vi £ l 53 =: + s n prin.ifonf p hriVQ d i m ft n r i o n p n p r t v r. m n t
—6 —7
dynes and are of the order of 10 - 10 dynes.
(IV) Ericksen-Leslie Constitutive Equations for Mesouhase
In section II, ideas for the formulation of the mathematical
theory of an anisotropic fluid has been described. Nevertheless., the
governing equations (2.17) - (2.19) ha®e been put in the most gneral
form and therefore may be of little use for practical applications,
simplication is possible if the negligible terms are deleted. Hence
the case of an isothermal process in an incompressible mesophase is
rnu'J c? a H
From the continuity equation
The condition of incompressibility implies
(z oft
Also terms related to temperature and temperature gradient can be
ignored. As a consequence, the equations for CLC NLC are identical
Firstly, the inertia of micromotion is negligibly small as evidence
by experiments (see for example, J.A. Geurst, J. de Phy. P.653, 36,j -i-11
I 071 -5 . «
Substituting this approximation into (2.18), an overdampe




'molecular field ' as described by de Gennes and i
collinear with n. in static conditions.1
T f- cliAnl V r r 4- a A f o f 4- ]n c 4- -•» ci 'n c F f- i- rp n 1 i r V)
ib Dermissible rtrovided behaves as the Lapranee 1 s mul tir1 ier
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from equation (229)
t hat. r a r t. nf m n 1 e m i I a r f i el r) f mi n r n f r r- r a j
from external agent.
These ideas will be clarified when nematostatics is described
Again apply divergence theorem to equation (2.,29) and neglect
the small surface term (This is a very good approximation in the
case of strong anchoring ), we have the dissipation density Ts .
r 4- V»i—5j vn-tn «—1- v 4 a 1- r- r i
r r f a t i o n f a n s a r f o ~r 1: h p f 1 n -i
C?Sr r vy»wy4- VSl -r~ «- % 4-
n +• i —dtirror. a I~ t~I r n-sr +- -s
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in cyclic order
Equation (2.31) may be derived by the balance of angular momentur
Hence eauation (2 20) appears as :
F i z •
where
(2.33)
rotation of director relative to the fluid
Therefore there are 2 types of dissipative loss, conventional
viscosity effects and losses associated with the rotation of the
directors with respect to the background fluid.
The constitutive equations for





Parodi, by applying the Onsager reciprocal relations to (2.30
and (2.33),showed that
(2.37)
The and take the dimension of viscosity and it
has been shown by Parodi (1970) that
(2.38)
It should be pointed out that these equations hold both for
NLC and CLC for isothermal process for whici and ar e
zero,










OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHOLESTERIC LIQUID
CRYSTAL
CHAPTER 3_.
Optical Properties of Cholesteric Liquid Crystal
A cholesteric liquid crystal manifests by its marvelous optical
properties. Such unique features are being investigated intensively
Perhaps the most outstanding one is the very strong optical rotation.
Quartz, which is a well-known optically active material, can rotate
the plane of polarisation of a light ray by 24 degrees per mm,, But
the optical activity of a cholesteric liquid crystal may go up to
thousands of degree per mm In addition, it can rotate the polarization
either to the left or to the right, depending on the wavelength of the
light and temperature Bragg reflection is also observed. For light
incident parallel to the optical axis, only the lowest order reflection
exists; for oblique incidence higer order reflections are allowed,,
All the reflected lights are elliptically polarized The sense of the
elliptically polarized light depends on the liquid crystal itself and
is opposite to that of reflection from the interface of two ordinary
media fill these features reveal a special melecular arrangement of
the CLC. In the following sections, origins of the above features will
be revised.
(I) Normal Incidence of LightMMiKlBHI-mIII IHIMWIIilll H.»i..«IWII|lMI»riliiHMl—W«0
The optical properties of a cholesteric medium have been investigated
by Oseen and de Vries for the case of normal incidence. This is the
only situation for which an analytical solution of the Maxwell's equations
c n be found.
The director n of a monodomain has the following spatial variation
in equilibrium:
(3.1)
The ootical axis has been chosen narallel to z and i s t. h e t i t c hu' O
which is the distance for a constant phase plane to rotate by 50 degrees
However the nhvsical nronerties etc. are invarient
under the trnnsf orrna ti on The period of the
permittivity tensor (at optical frequencies) is
(3.2)
Thp rH p 1 p r fri r. tpn.qAr
referred to the principal axes takes the
( „ 3 )
With the helical structure specified by the permittivity
f.PURnr n =; » Ti in r. t i n n o -p 7. i p;
I X LP
wh e r
and for uniaxial LC
Maxwell's equations reduce to the following homogeneous equations
(3.5)
In order to determine the time-independent solution, we assume the
solutions:
(3»6)
Equations (35) are best solved in terms of waves in circular
polarization, he shall introduce field componentss
(3.7)




The determinant of (3.3) must equal zero to ensure non-trivial
solutions. With the assumed solutions of (3.7), it is a biquadratic
equation ir which is
(3.9:




We may consider analytically the behaviour of the 1M wave in
the cholesteric medium in three limiting cases.
(i) 1 Long Pitch Legion
(3 „ 12a)
(3•12b)
The normal modes of the transmitting wave compose of two
linearly polarized waves either parallel or perpendicular to the
local, director H Czj „ That is, a linearly-polarized plane wave will
follow the helical twist when its polarization is collinear with the
eigenvectors• This is the waveguide reg, ime discussed by
de Gennes1 and is the mode in which the present LCD works.,
(ii!
Usually, Therefore this band is very narrow.
In this region
For the transmitting waves,
Since A represents the dextro conponent and A the levo-—|- con
-component, it is concluded that when a plane wave incidences
normal on a right-handed cholesteric medium, the dextro- component
is strongly refected and the levo - component propagates through




At the glass- liquid crystal interfaces, dielectric reflection due
to abrupt change in dielectric constant always exists. In contrary to
the internal ( Bragg ) reflection that may also be represented by the
expression
(3.14)
the circularly polarized wave changes its sense of rotation under the
reflection. Nevertheless, this reflected wave is only a few percents
of the internal reflection and may he neglected, in practice•
(urt Optical Rot ation Re gion.
(3,15)
Substituting (3.15) into (3.7) and talcing the approximation
A = A- , we get two circularly polarized eigen-solutions. The optical
activity is given by
(3.16)
If A £ A ~ » (3«16) still holds if we define the angle of rotationo
as the angle that the major axis of the elliptically polarized wave
c h an g e s i n go i n g t h r o u gh a d i s t an c e d z .
(II) Oblique Incidence
For oblique Incidence, exact solution is impossible and the
Maxwell's equations can only be solved numerically. Nevertheless,
the results may be summaried as follows :
(i) Higher order reflections are possible which is closely related
to the Bragg's formula in x-diffraction.
(3-17) i•e•
The factor 2 is missing since G is invariant when
(ii). When the helical axis is not normal to the interface,
the reflected light is a function of the incidence angle
reflection angle and the helical pitch x„




This accounts for the spectualr colours observed when a cho-
lesteric film is viewed at an oblique angle under white light„
(III) Fluctuations and 1ight scattering.
The description of the optical properties of a ClC is
incomplete if nothing has been said about the scattering effects.
In an ordinary fluid, scattering of light arises because of the
density variations which leads to a fluctuation of the local
dielectric constant (r.f.) As the dielectric constant of
a LG is very anisotropic, a slight change in the orientation
of the director contributes the major part of light
scattering, the cross section of which depends on the thermal
average The normal modes of fluctuations
of an incompressible cholesteric liquid crystal are determined from
the coupled hydrodynamical equations of Ericksen and Leslie
(equations (2.17) (2.18)). Two overdamped modes are found. i
the first mode is a fluctuation in the twisting and the second a
combination viscous-splay mode. Inference of the elastic and viscous
constants may be drawn from the scattering intensity and spectrum®
Another scattering also exists in the focal conic texture.
When the helical axis is parallel to the glass plate, the film
alvays looks cloudy and this is due to the random, orientations of the
small birefringence regions. It is presumably the most strong
scattering effect in a film of CLC.
CHAPTER k
ELECTROOPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CLC'S
4Chapter 4
Like the nematics, the structure of a cholesteric is greatly
affected by an applied electric field.. For the case of positive
dielectric anisotropy, the helix can be coriipletelv
unwound to form a nematic if the field is above a certain
threshold. The theoretical calculation of this critical field
was first treated by de Gennnes and Meyer and the expression
was well verified experimentally. At fields far below this
threshold, other instabilities were also observed. The information
on the transient behaviours during the deformation was very insufficient
compared with the statics. Nevertheless, it is valuable to
have a review on the previous works.
(I) Static Behaviour
All studies were performed on a thin film of cholesteric which
was formed by sandwiching a small amount of the material
between two transparent glass elctrodes. The usual configuration








Planar or homogeneous boundary condition may be achieved either
by unidirectional rubbing of the electrodes or by evaporating a thin
film of SiO or MgFp at an oblique angle. If the applied electric
field is gradually increased at rate slow enough to eliminate any
time lag, a typical plot of the change in capacitance may be obtained








phase-loci: technique if the threshold field is small. However
difficulties will arise if the A.C. electric field needed to deform
the texture is considerably high. Referring to fig,4-2, the texture
of the material does not change at all for fields below Eu , Thej.i
cholesteric layers show a characteristic selective reflection of
le incident light if the reduced wavelength equals unity in the visible
range. This optical effect has been discussed in chapter 3
When the electric field gets equal to or above the critical field
,the •planar texture becomes unstable and turns to a periodic
perturbation. The instability manifests itself by a square-grid
pattern seen under a microscope. A one-dimensional model of this
perturbation has been proposed by Helfrich as shown in fig•4—3?
-eho lest eric
P1an e s
g 1 a s s w a 11
H_eIf r ich ' s Mod.e 1
fig.-3
and based on this one-dimensional simplification, he succeeded in
deriving a threshold field :
e+.D
where
This kind of perturbation is purely static in nature as material
flow is absent. 'When the conductivity is sufficient, a space charge
can be induced. This leads to vertical movement of the material
with concomitant light scattering. This is the electro-
hydrodynamic (EHD) instability analogous to the nematics. The
descritpion of the threshold should be given by
(K2)
When the driving field is alternating, Ilurault, by extending the
analysis employed by Dubois-Vidette, de Gennes and Paodi to the
cholesteric, yielded the following form for
(+•3)
where is the space-charge relaxation time given by
I l .J I I i vj, J
is a dimensionless number characteristic of the material
and is always positive. All the analysis are valid only ii
since only perturbation far from the wall is considered.
Above E , a quasi-linear region exists as shown in figji~1.H
This is ascribed to the proportional increase in the perturbation
amplitude Above a field E, the slope turns steeper,
indicating that a finger-print texture replaces progressively the
square-grid pattern. This is the characteristics of a focal
conic texture. In contrary to the planar one, the helixes
are now rotated a whole by 90° with the helical axes randomly
orientated, creating irregular domain va jLis cis 8gon by cisirk _Lin€?s
The so called blue shift is observed by several investigators at
fields near E . This is an observed shift of the selective reflection
peak to shorter wavelengths and has been ascribed to a field-
induced pitch contraction. The theoretical prediction comes
from Meyer's analysis on conical deformation of a CLC, for the
case K3 HC2 , a condition which has not been satisfied by all
existing CLC's. A better explanation based on different thresholds
or different regions in an imperfectly aliened planar
cnolesteric has been proposed by Gerritsma. A. planar with a
o
pitch above the average will be rotated, by 90 first. Consequently,
different regions successively cease to contribute to reflection
as the field increases, thus giving an apparent blue-shift
I As the field increases further, the texture of the focal
'
conic does not change appreciably when it is viewed under the
microscope. Nevertheless the color changes progressively with an
corresponding increase in AC. The former observation is due to the
selectively reflection at an oblique angel as described by
equation (3-18). The change is particularly prominent at fields near
at which the pitch dilates logarithmically to infinitive.
Khan performed optical measurements of the electric-field-induced
dilation of the pitch and results agree well with the theory (fig.4-4)
The increase in capacitance is a consequence of the molecular alignment
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variation of pitch with electric field
fig. k-k
The formula for the critical magnetic field that will unwind
a cholesteric has been derived independently by Meyer and de
Gennes. When this is extended to the electric field, the threshold
should take the form
(4.4)
where is the natural pitch in the absence of field. When the
cholesteric has been transformed to a nematic, the molecules will
aligned perpendicular to the walls. This resembles the
homeotropic alignment of a nematic cell. The transformed state is
uniaxial and should extinguish light with cross-polaroids,
Should the field be removed at fields below Eu , the cholesteric
remains in the focal conic texture. This is a highly scattering
texture with the helical axes approximately parallel to the walls. If is
not a stable one • Rather, it is metastable and will return back to a planar
texture with a lift time from a few rain, to months ? depending on the
surface alignement and the ratio of the cell thickness to the
pitch LP. In fact this is the storage mode observed by Heilmeier
on cholesterics with negative dielectric anisotropy. This is not
the process connected with creation of emulsion as suggested by Heilmei er
since there are only two essentially different textures - Planar and
focal conic. The relaxation time of such a storage effect has been
studied extensively by Hulin on mixtures of chclesteryl nonanoate
(CN) w ith -iBBAo The approximate expression for the decay time is
where A B are constants.
(II) Dynamical Behaviour
There are relatively few papers published on the dynamical
properties of a cholesteric-namatic transformation, yet no
mathematical treatment exists that can predict the relaxation times
satisfactorily. In fact, any attempt aimed at this end is hopeless
since the relaxation involves too many nonlinear processes proceeding
simultaneously. Here the previous investigations are reproduced in
chronological order. All experiments involved the sudden application
or removal of an electric field above E . In the case of nematic-
u
cholesteric relaxation, a bias below threshold might be added.
Wysocki, Adams and Olechna studies relaxation of mixtures of
cholesteryl chloride with cholesteryl nonanoate from the field-
induced-nematic state back to the cholesteric state by optical
measurement. The final textyun© was reported to be focal conic and
optical rotation was seen at an early stage of the relaxation.
The rotation angle grew to saturation which agreed with de Tries6
formula. The direction of rotation was dependent on the 'sense1J
of the helix. The relaxation time increased sharply with the
undistorted pitch, and went to infinity at the critical temperature
at which the effective rotary power of the mixture disappeared c
The study also included the case of a residual bias field which
was observed to delay the optical rotation and to lengthen the overall
relaxation time. They concluded that the bulk should relax to a
planar-like texture for consistency with the experimental observations.
The skin , as they called, which was presumably region imposed
by the wall, relaxed to a focal conic texture which might force
the bulk into a total focal conic state at long times.
Heilmeier, Zanoni and doldmacher investigated the transition
times in mixtures of primary active amyl p- (4-cyano-benzyl.idene-
amino) cinnamate and the structurally similar nematic, canyo
substituted benzylidene anilines. The !? rise time of the
forced transformation was found proportional to over a
limited range They suggested a nucleated dominated switching
process. Further, the relaxation back to cholesteric did not depend
on the cell thickness but was getting shorter with a smaller pitch.
Wysocki, in a later work, reported on the kinetic study of
the cholesteric-nematic transition in mixtures of CC and Ci'J. The
response might be divided into three regions. First there was a
delay during which the field dilated the pitch without substantial
disruption of the helix. The following rapid changing period was
caused by the disruption of the helical arrangement. The final
slowly varying period was a process which tends to reduce the
thickness of the skin. Optical rotation was also observed in the
case of forced transformation but was not so -prominent as in the
case of relaxation. It was accounted for fey a model of mixed
texture composed of focal conic and planar. In fact the argument
relied on the observation
of the relaxation of a focal conic to a planar soon after the
Neraatic-Chol. transition the effect studied parametrically by
Hulin. The conclusion was that optical rotation was more clearly seen
if sufficient time was allowed before the start of the next cycle.
Jakeman and Raynes, by studying the dynamical torque equation
had estimated the rise and decay times of cholesteric materials
v, th the forms
U.5)
(.6)
v here q is a function of E in general hut may be talc en as q.Q in
calculation«
As was pointedby the authors, the equation being investigated
holds only for small and therefore formulae (»5) and (4«6} ar e
not eaxt. In fact the above dynamical equation is not solvable even
though linearization has been made to simplify the calculation.
Nevertheless. the are good guides to estimate the order of
magnitude. Jakeman and Raynes did verify the formulae by measur ing
the reponse times of a low viscosity, small pitch and large dielectric
anisotropy material, which is obtained by mixing in equal mass ratios,
cholesteryl nonanoate, MBBA and a cyano Schiff's base.
Tetsuro Ohtsuka and Masahide Tsukamoto carried cut studies on
the ac Electric-Field=induced Chol-Nematic phase transition in mixed
liquid crystals which are composed of - p-n-butoxybenzylidene-p,; -
cyanoaniline (BBCA), p-methylbenzylidene-p3-n-butylaniline (MBBA)
and cholesteryl oleyl conbonate (COG). The observations were
similar to that of the Wysocki's group - that optical rotation
was observed in the earlier stage of the relaxation, followed by the
formation of randomly oriented small birefrigent regions. However,
they took a further step by proposing that the optical rotation
migtht be due to the inverse process of cholesteric-to-nematic transition
as predicted by Meyer and Leslie,
I should emphasize this as the most outstanding suggestion in
the transient study since they were the first to point out the role of
the Leslie's threshold field:
-in the relaxation 11 the previous experimentalists only
mentioned the formation of tilted planar. It was a that the
following publications overlooked this fact and only quoted from
this paper the first part of the conclusion - that a tilted planar
was inferred in the earlier stage, This might be, as I guess, due
to the absence of Leslie-Meyer transition in the forward transformation
since the restriction Ki IC3 is hardly satisfied by all existing materials.
Relaxation in the presence of an ac biased field was also studied but the
conclusion was exactly the same ss Wysockj's.
Kashnow, Bigelow, Cole and Stein at a later time reported
their study on the chol-nematic relaxation for homeotropic and hemcgeneous
(parallel) surface alignment and noticed the important role of the
boundary effects. Capacitance measurement was used in addition to
the traditional optical measurement. For samples with parallel boundary
conditions, the capacitance data unveiled a minimum which was
.
consistent with the speculation °f the formation of a tilted
planar in the early transient. Optical studies were carried out
without polarizers. qqe humps observed in the transient
were ascribed to a change in light-scattering rather than optical
rotation. This was not an evidence in disproof of the previous -
conclusion but merely to pointout the inaccuracy of the measured rotation
angle. In the final discussion, they speculated a qualitative
4model for the director configuration during the relaxation. The idea





Fig.4-5 Cross-sectional sketch of the director distribution near
a single nucleation site during the beginning of relaxation
of the aligned nematic state for a sample with perpendicular
boundary conditions. The closely-spaced solid lines outside
a twisted area denote nematic ordering. "X" denotes the
intersection of a disclination line with the plane of the






The samples used in the experiment may be divided into 2 classes.
The first class is a choL + chbl. mixture composing in weight
percentage of 99% and 91% respecively of eholesteryl Nonanoate (CN)
in Cholesteryl chloride (CC). The second class consists of
mixtures of p-methyl benzylidene-p-n~
-butylaniline (MBBA) and cholesteryl chloride in weight percentage
of 59• 5%; 68.8% and 78.2% of MBBA. All these samples have a positive
dielectric anisotropy and coxi therefore
be transformed from the cholesteric texture to nematic by an
andio-frequency electric field. The threshold fields of the mixtures
of CC + MBBA were however so high that only optical method was used
to probe the mechanisms that did occur in the relaxation processes.
Moreover, the characteristic times of these three mixtures fell in
the low ms range and this prohibited the use of a phase-locked detector
to measure the changes of capacitance during the transition period.
As the final metastable state depended on the turn-off rate., the
major part of the investigation was devoted to the latter 5 mixtures.
All chemicals were bought from the Eastman Kodak Company and
were used without further purification.
I. Cell PreparationWfWniMriU—Q|i»mwwi1riiiill IIIi 1)HIIII»Hin—MHIHlBii M!!
Two different methods were used to prepare a Liquid Crystal
cell for experimental work. The 1st method used was much simpler
and quicker to process. The cell consists of 2 tin-oxide-coated
glass plates sandwiched together. The cell separation was controlled,
by a teflon spacer. Vacuum grease was used to form an air-tight enclosure and
1 prevent moisture from entering the cell which would otherwise
deteriorate the rnesophase. Two concentric circular teflon rings of
the same thickness were used to hold the added LC, the outer one mer-







Geometry of a , ,
The transparent condutive electrodes were formed by dep¬
osition, A microscope glass slide was first cleaned thoroughly by
folio wing the usual procedure. Suitable amount of stanneous chloride
was added in a quartz boat and was then placed in the middle of a
open-end furnace, Th glass slide, with a mask placed on its top to
determine the final electrode pattern and a metallic
substrate .underneath, was placed close to the source with a clearance
of h to 5 inches soon after the water in the source had evaporated,
A slow stream of wet oxygen was blowing in from the -other side as
shown in fig, 2. The time allowed for deposition was adjusted to
give the best result Other parameters involved the flow of the stream,
the temperature of the furnace, the clearaning distance and the amount
of source. After the reaction had completed, the glass was drawn out
slowly. The metallic substrate acted as a heat reservoir to present
cracking by the sudden thermal shock. Only those electrodes with a
resistance less than 100 Kfl and a transmission coefficient greater than
70% were selected for experimental use.








The second method employed the so-called glass frit technique to
form the gasket. Molecular orientation at the walls was obtained by
evaporating a thin film of silicon monoxide SiO onto the glass at an
oblique angle. This produced a very uniform homogeneous alignment
vhen the sample was viewed under microscope. The amount of disclination
lines was also less than the first method where the alignment was
achieved through' the rubbing technique. The general procedure -far-
preparation of such a cell is described systematically:
Top-plate
(TP)




fig.5-3 Geometry of cell electrode pattern
The starting material was 2 pieces of indium-oxide-coated soda-
lime glass,, The glasses were then cut to size with the top-late (TP)
wider than the bottom plate by 2 W, to allow for the pads for soldering.
Three masks were prepared before hand: one for the TP's electrode,
one for the BP and the third for the gasket which will be described
later. By following the usual procedure of photolithography,
patterns were etched on the glass in a 1:1 HCL acid for 112 min, at
60° C. Both of the TP and BP were then stripped to remove any trace










fig.5-4 Design of glass gasket«amn.ii ,««Uul. Wumviuui ionvsam-jjusnmmiaom,
Some glass paste (LC200A, Method© Co.) was printed on the
bottom plate to a depth of 8 to ho mil with a. screen printer. The design
of the gasket pattern was very important as the yield anc- the life of the
final product depended critically on this factor. A clearance of
about 10 mil. had be allowed from the 3 edges in order to attain a more
uniform deposit ( fig. 5-4 ) » A tongue-like channel was purposely
designed at the input to reduce contamination of the mesophase by the
sealing compound. A baking period of 15 minutes at 150°C had been
allowed to kill-off11 the vehicle before the glazing cycle. The peak
temperature was kept at 465 °C for 12-15 minutes ( shown dn P.5-8 )
with a slow rising time to prevent boiling and a slow fall time for
annealing•
Alignment of the molecules vas achieved by evaporating S10
obliquely at a glancing angle of 5° onto the glass plates. The thickness
! ' Q
of the thin film had been estimated to be 100 A . The BP and TP were then
assembled in a carriage before the start of the sealing cycle. The
BT was shorted to the TP by a small dot of silver 92 from the EMCA.
The typical sealing profile was shown 0.n P. p-o where the falling
rate had been purposely slowed down in order to obtain a cell free from
internal stress. Liquid crystal uns filled in by the evacuating technique.
The cell was first placed in evacuating chamber with the pressure
-A
maintained below 10 Torr. for about 15 minutes. It was then dipped
into the LC. Fresh air was allowed to enter the jar to assist the
filling. The filled cell was then cleaned to remove traces of liquid
crytal • and was sealed by a quick-cure epoxy, Hypsol 608 or 618.
(II) Optical measurement
The set-up for optical measurement was illustrated in Fig. 5-6?page 5-9®
The source was either a 150 W Oriel Xenon lamp, Model No. 612- or a 150 V
tunpten projecting lamp. If Xenon lamp was used, the monochrornator
would be unnecesssry as it had its own filter provided. The
convergence lenses A and B were used 'to produce a parallel columm of
light. The intensity was adjusted hy a set of Oriel neutral density
filters. A diaphragm was placed immediately in front of the Philips
R750 photo-multiplier to prevent light from the surrounding from
entering the detecting system. The electrical signal was delivered to a
storage scope, a Keithley recorder and a Keithley Electrometer. The
cell was placed in an insulated aluminium block whose temperature
6
might be controlled to within + 0.1 C by a proportional temperature-www
controller. Temperature were read by monitering the resistance of a
calibrated thermister with a 1-digit DVM. AC E-fild at variable
frequency was applied via a. linear boost-up amplifier. The trigger
signal should be fed to the storage oscilloscope to record the
transients during relaxation data were obtained by taking photos
of the screen
In the study of the dependence of the metastable state on the
turn-off rate, the cell was first raised to a temperature close to
kO°c and was cycled through a fast turn-off., This would ensure the
texture to . be a planar one. After the temperature had stablized at
the required temperature, the monochromator was adjusted to select the
io
appropriate wavelength for the plane of polarization be rotated by
90° after passing through the cell. This might be obtained by rotating
the absorption axis 0f the analyser from its preset position,. If the
wavelength were correct, the reading on the Keithley electrometer
woul . drop whenever the analyser angle was varied.. A ramp of variable
slope was incorporated to multiply the audio-frequency signal.. The
recorder was used to measure the transmittivity of the sample during
relaxation. Plateaux of different heights had been recorded and was
an evidence of the phenomenon involved,,
Measurement was assisted by microscopic observation with an Orthiccn
transmissionrefleetion microscope.
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Tvo samples were studied, The one consisting of 49% by weight
of CN would be designated, by sample E and the other with 4-f -
of CN by sample G for simplicity,, Fig.6-1 and Fig.6-2 show
respectively the threshold voltages of these samples at different
temperatures. The field E may be deduced by talcing niil as the11
o
cell th -ickness . It is ready seen that a minimum exists near 52 C
in sample G, which is an evidence of pitch compensation0 The threshold
fields also increase with the frequency and this fact ie more clearly
shown in figs.6-5 and. 6-4«. Presumably it is due to the relaxation of
the permanent dipoles in the molecules. The effective is therefore
reduced as the period of the applied ac S-field approaches the
relaxation time.
The visual appearance of the sample 3Gs is more illustrative
as it shows a critical temperature T At room temperature , a
ch-R
newly prepared sample is bO wish-green when it is viewed und o c the
microscope with .cross p o 1 ar olds, T h e G r an d .j e an t e x t u r e i s n u 11 i—
domained with domain walls separating regions of different orientations.
When the temperature is raised gradually, the intensity changes withh. r fj1 v
a small shift in the hue. Due to thermal agitation, the discligation
lines become more curvy and the domains are getting smaller and
irregular. Near the temoerature T . ,which is found to be 52°C,Cj l—Ir
the domains turn puffy and cloud-like, and the original disclination
lines disappear. Some vellowish-brown patches appear here and there
-i- — '- A. X X
and grow in expense of the origin bluish-green areas until they take
over the whole field. As the temperature increases further,,.i. A
the brown patches shrink to curvy narrow stripes. Yellowish-
green areas again in the background. Near 60°C all brown patches
disappear and c finger-prints5 behind, which is characteristic of
focal conic texture. The domains coalesce gradually to form larger
ones. The pitch of the helixes is seen contrating with temperature
until it turns to isotropic phase. When it is cooled down slowly
very fine focal conies nucleate at fixed centres. The domain s
tend to grow in order to reduce the amount of (domain walls. The
cooling sequence is just the reverse of the heating but no planars
are seen below T . „ which is now replaced by 1f 'inger-prints1.
c n—
At temperatures below T the. rotatary power of the CrJ isC11•—rtf
greater and thus the helixes are left-handed. However the helixes
become right-handed at temperatures above T,,1f ,T , indicating thatuj-L-rl
the role played by CO is now important. This can be seen from the
polar plots in figs. 6-5 and 6-6. In fig.6-5 the pattern rotates
clockwise Which is consistent with with a left-handed structure.
In fig.6-6,pattern is rotated counter-clockwise which is characteristic
of a right-handed one.
(33) Mixtures of Cholesteryl Chloride and MBBA
The threshold voltages at different temperatures and frequencies
are shown in figs.6-7 and 6-8. Again the frequency response is
similar to the previous samples but with a higher relaxation
frequency. For brevity the sample containing 68.8,6 MBBA by weight
will be called sample G in the subsequent discussion. Fig.6-9
illustrates the transmitted light intensity (I) at different voltages.
These are typical at all temperatures. It should be noted that
the ce11 behaves corapletely different at 1ow and high frequencies.
By referring to the figure, there exists a highly scattering range
starting at about 65 volts when the frequency is reduced to 100 Hz.
It is found that dynamic scattering sets in at the some voltage
when it is viewed under the microscope . This effect is more apparent
for samples with a larger proportion of MBBA, a material which is
often accompanied by a small amount of water as the impurity.
F.6-10 and 6-11 are the polar plots needed to explain fig.,6-9-
(II) Dynamic Responses,
The rise time and the fall-time of the materials are arbitrarily
defined to be the time measured from the excitation to 80% of the
total change. Figs.6-12 and 6-13 are the rise time curves for
samples E and G respectively. It is clearly seen that the reciprocal
of the rise time 1% is not strictly proportional to the
2
square of the applide field E , except at fields much
greater than the threshold as evidenced from the graphs.
The curves for sample are much more linear and linearity gets
improved at temperatures near the clearing temperature. Corresponding
rise curves for the Choi + Nematic mixture are also plotted in
fig.6-1f. Again they look the same as the chol. + chol
mixtures. In .order to further check the validity of Eqn (4—6), the
( —1 ,
Logarithm of the reciprocal of the slopes bn (rn ) are plotted
against the reciprocal of absolute temperature lT. Only
sample G and sample C fit a straight line as shown in figs 6-13a
and 6-l4a. Most of the curves in fig.6-12 are still in their low-
level regimes and therefore make us difficult to define their slopes.
The decay times for samples G and E do not change at all if
the applied E-field is sufficiently large to ensure that a good
field-induced-nematic state has been established already before
measurement. The shapes of the transient curves are exactly
identical to those reported by Wysocjci. nevertheless9 the polar
plots of Fig.6-1?a and 6-1?b reveal clear-cut optical rotation
both in the forward and reverse transients. These are reproducible
and take alace at all temperatures but the critical one - T , „r.
ch-N
The sense of rotation reverses as the sanrnle G is heated above T ,
ch~N
which is consistent with the static plots of fig.6-J and 6-6.
The decay transient of the Nematic-chol. mixtures is more interesting
as is seen from fig.6-15, where a set of typical decay responses at
different polar conditions is shown together with a turn-on characteristic
with analyser removed. All the diagrams display a delay of 18 ms.
The one with no analyser reveals a sharp minimum followed by a
gradual decrease in light intensity to nearly zero level.
However, this is only a metas-feble state as the Keithley recorder
shows a subsequent rise in light intensity at a rate depending
on temperature and the turn-off time. The decay time
toff and the time for the occurence of the minimum are plotted
in fig. 6-16 which shows that t is essentially invariant to
change of temperature while t decreases by a very small amount over
the temperature range. Transient polar plots are also provided in
figs.6-18 to 6-19- The turn-on and turn-off behaviours are consistent
with the responses shown in fig. 6-15- Upon the application of an
electric field, the polar distribution of the light intensity almost
immediately changes to a scattering one and then evolves to a
cos 0 one at long times The relaxation transient is very
outsanding. It first manifects a scattering state which is coincident
with the minimum in the response curve in fig .6-1 pb. The evolution
is immediately followed by a growth in intensity. During this cycle
of light intensity variation, an optical rotation a],so proceeds
simultaneously. This rotation goes to a saturated value approximately
4 ms. after the start of relaxation at all temperatures. Once
again, the polar plots shrink to a very scattering state which
is recognized as a metastatic one as is pointed out above.
(Ill) Dependence of Relaxation on Turn-off rate
It was observed that,relaxations of all the cholesteryl
chloride plus MBBA mixtures under study did depend on the
turn-off rate. The metastable state established after turn-off looks
quite different as is shown in Photos 1-9- For fast turn-off.
6the texture mainly consists of square-like cells separated by
vague dark lines. It is believed to be a square-grid texture
corresponding to the the one seen in Helfrich's instability. For
slow-turn-off, the texture consists of many small birefrent domains
with a colour quite different from the square-grid. Also it is apparent
that the former texture relaxes quite easily to a planar one, at
a rate much faster than the focal conic. As a whole, a slow
turn-off is a means to generate memory mode whilst a fast turn-off
does not.
With the experimental procedure mentioned in Chapter 5, polar
plots of the light distribution at various turn--off rates are
shm in fig.6-20. They are measured at 5 minutes after the removal
of the ac electric--field. They show quite clearly that for very
fast turn-off, say t 0= 0.1 ms, the texture grows essentially to
planar The sample can still grow to planar texture for larger t's
but with more disclinations. For very slow turn off, no rotation
exists and the material remains scattering focal. conic.
(IV) interpretation of the Transient Responses
(A) Cholesteric-to-Nematic Transformation.
The fact that the rise-time does not fit a straight line for
fields not high above the threshold Eu is a natural consequence since
the term in egn.4-6 depends on E. Also the euation describes
the unwindin process in the bulk only and effects of the walls on
the transformation have not been taken into account. Layers near
the walls are more difficult to be aligned and frequently a field
considerably higher than the threshold is needed. All these effects
simultaneously tend to reduce the "alignment sensitivity" at low
fields. However, cholesterics with a low and small pitch p
o
are not so susceptible to influences from the wall during the
chol-to-Nematic transition, for the domains may be easily rotated
a whole by 90°. This is evidenced by the rather good linearity
in figob-l4 when it is compared with fig.6-12. Both of them are
plotted at fields not much above E » Rotation of domains together1 u
with its concomitant strong light scattering is seen in mixtures of
MBBA-CC (fig. 6-l8a,6-19a, and 6-15) and is not apparent in fig.6-1?a®
Fig.6-Via and 6-1 fa.
(B) Nematic-1o cholesteric-relaxation.
Unlike the field-induced chol-tcniematic transformation in
which the process may be controlled by a large driving force, the
reverse relaxation involves intennal driving mechanisms which proceeds
nearly at the same time. The two most important driving
sources are the enchoring force from the wall and the inherent
winding back to helical structures. Thar relative importance and
relaxation rates will be discussed in section C«
The first scattering process which leads to the sharp ninirnum in
fig 6-15b can be satisfactoryily explained by the following speculation
of the molecular alignment. As shown in the appendix, the relaxation
of an d (whkhis similar to the reverse process of Leslie's
conical deformation)is faster than the winding process® The
© J
relaxation of will lead to tilted molecules in the bulk as shown inA
fig«6-15





The orientation effect comes from the boundaries and therefore
the tilting direction may be arbitrary in each domain, The refractive
index is dependent on the angle 0. Hence strong scattering occurs
due to the different 0's in different depths and the arbitrary tiltings.
Tir inference is consistent vith the observation that no such
'spike' is seen for very slow turn-off. The chance that selective
reflection occurs during relaxation is very rare. Since the
MBBA+ CC mixtures have pitches of 1.5 um to 2 urn which are long enough
to be outside the reflection band. In addition, the minmium occurs
at the same instant for different wavelengths ; which is implausible
for selective reflection. When the relaxation of (which is slower than
that of 8) has been noticable, optical rotation is anticipated
as is seen in the polar plots fig.6-l8b and 6-19b. The next stage
is therefore an optical rotation and at the same time scattering
due to the abovementioned mechanism should diminish. Nevertheless,
the winding process does proceed simultaneously in the bulk vith
an effect of disrupting the planar structure to form focal conic.
o
The amount of focal conics (0-9© ) in the tilted planars (i.e. small 0)
will be dependent on the relative turn-off rate. Both of the randomly
oriented tilted planars and focal conics are scattering states and
therefore result in a subsequent decrease in light intensity.
Nevertheless, the tilted planars (small 9) can relax back to perfect
planar texture easily which is essential in the turn-off rate
controlled mode discussed in section C The above effects are not very iJ
apparent for the samples G and E since they are more viscous and
have a much larger pitch.
Rault has discussed schematically the statical formation of
tilted planar and twist in the bulk in detail. It is believed that such
two distortions also occur in the bulk during the relaxation. The
tilted planar (or periodic splay-bend distortion in Raulf's language)
is believed to be the case for fast turn-off as shown in fig.26a and




(a) Periodi c - splay-bend distortion
(b) Periodic twisting distortion.
(C) Dependence of Metastable state on Turn-off rate
As is discussed in section B, the dependence of the metastable
state on the turn -off rate is a consequence of the two competing processes
—tilting and winding. It is shown in the appendix that the winding
process has a characteristic time longer than the tilting1s.
i.e.
However the reverse may hold for slow turn-off. Therefore there
is a critical turn-off rate that may divide the two extremes. The follow¬
ing is an estimate of this critical turn-off rate tQ.
fig.6-7
Refering to fig.6-27 and the notations used in appendix 1, the critical
tu n-off rate should be the one that makes
(6-1)
Let's take the case of the 78.26 mbha + 21 .8' CC sample at 416 0„ the





The various constants of MBBA may be quoted from 14.J.Stephen and J„F .Straley., r?
They are: d yn e dvne d yn e
7 7 c en t i p o 1 s e
o
All data were obtained at 25 C . Thus it is reasonable to take the
? mroximation %a.
and p o i s e
Therefore from (6-4)?
V = 155 volts .
u
-0,8 ms
0 . 9 ms
The voltage V used to transform the cholesteric to nematic is 190 volts.
o
hence the critical turn — off time iss
(6-5) 11.4ms
To check the validity of the calculation, the initial rising slopes
of the metastable states are plotted in figs,6—21 and 6-22 against the
turn-off times t . All of them resemble a rectangular hyperbolar. For
o
the corresponding curve in fig.6-22, the initial rapid fall starts slowing
down at t 10 ms which is close to 11.4 ms. The meaning of the riots
o
will be devoted to appendix 2.,
In addition, the evolution of the relaxation at various turn-off
times is plotted in figs.6-24 and 6-25. It is seen that the sample with
a shorter pitch (1,6 um) is more controllable. This can be explained
by Hulir-'s empirical formula:
11 Vol1
t- f Q 6 • f
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The transition from cholesteric to field-incluced-nematic state is
seen to follow the static response. It is interesting to note that the
transition depends critically on the parameter L P • Domains with a
large DPq ratio may rotate freely in the bulk and therefore
results in an intial drop in light intensity (fig„6-15a)• The subsequent
process;.will be the unwinding of the helixes to a ultimate aligned nematic
phase. On the other hand, domains with a small LP0 are more reluctant
o
to rotate for the boundary effect is significant. A rotation of 90
will involve a large energy of splay and bend. All these facts may be
visualised by comparing fig.6-12 and 6-14•
The relaxation from the field-induced-nematic back to a cholesteric
state embraces two competing processes as discussed in appendix 1. Optical
rotation does exist in the early stage of the relaxation for fast turn-
off but vanishes for slow turn-off. This is well explained by a comparison
of the characteristic relaxation times. Although Meyer and Leislie's
prediction of conical deformation does not exist in all existing cholesteric
liquid crystals, it is found to be a determining factor in the field
controlled relaxation under investigation. 'For the ease of discussion,
the processes are considered separately in the analysis, the basic idea
is not lost in any way. Samples with a large LP and low viscosity do
show a strong initial scattering (fig.6-15b) which is not apparent in
the cholesteric + cholesteric mixtures. This is ascribed to the retardation
introduced by the higher viscosity and the stronger interaction of the
walls on the cholesteric planes in the bulk. Both effects tend to produce
a more uniform distribution of 0.
The dependence of the quasi-steady state on the turn-off time is
believed to be a. first observation in transient study on phase transform¬
ation. According to appendix 1, two criteria must be satisfied for the
existence of such a phenomenon. Firstly, the threshold field to unwind
the helix should be larger than the threshold Ec. i.e.
( 7-1 )
If this reduces to:
(7-2)
(7-3)
for good observability (7-3) is more easily satisfied if the material
10 O S S uS uS a StnufL h P 0 ratio «
This observed dependence should find an application in displaying
analog signals where a continuous grey scale is needed„ Thus the
fa rication of large displays based on this effect might he a sub.3ect
of the future development9 and criterion (7-1) must be well satisfied
for best controllability thithermore, we must take great care whenever
we are trying to measure dielectric anisotroy by determining the capacitances
in the planar and in the storage mode as some experimentalists did„
S e c 0 no 1 y
Appendix 1
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In (5), we have neglected the backflow effect.
(A6)
(A?)
Usually, the inertia of the molecules may be ignored as any




Let's take the one-constant approximation:
then (8) and (9) reduce to the forms:
(A10)
(A11)
Equations (10) (11), though they have been simplified,
are difficult to solve even with the aids of a computer. In
order to get some physical interpretations of the process we have to
make preliminary assumptions and restrict discussion to





Relaxation of Hypothetical Relaxation of
Fig. 1OTsru.atiaaawiaB1—«c Fig. 2
1 n 7
11 g „
Figs (1) (2) show the expected relaxations of 6 8c
respectively. It must be remembered thai the definition of •i s
meaningless in the transformed nematic state• The evolution
of after the E-field has bfeen removed is expected to take the
above route (fig.2). Another stable hypothetical initial condition
of
is represented by fig (3)- This is the form obtained by
Berreman who did calculate numerically the transient behaviours of
for a quarter-turn twisted nematic cell. Nevertheless he
naa snown max xne conaiiion representee, uy 11.g.a is more
favourable when cholesteric LG is added. Although the case he
calculated is only for k'L = p , we expected that this will also
hold for L p • Also local pitch is defined as:
- o
local pitch
so fig.2 ensures that the bulk has very large pitch in the transformed-
nematic state.
In the following we are going to estimate the various
characteristic times in bulk. i.e. for z L2
Determination ofitmr—«!i—mmiiB 'tn!miiiii'Tmini a
It is seen from fig.1 thatvJ for t = 0
for all t»
Equation (A10) may be further simplified to:
(A12) (z - L2)
The solution which satisfies the boundary conditions is :
(A13) K z, t)
The prime characteristic time (decay time constant) is
(A1A)
H e r e is the time constant of the corresponding




Substituting this into (11), we get
(A16)
To first approximation, we may take
( t 0)
This is a good approximation since the initial rate of changeI
of 6 near the walls is very rapid and the waveform ©(z,t) will
approaches the half-sine soon. (See Berreman's figure). In
addition, the error is further reduced, if strong anchoring
exists and when 8 (L2) is less than one radian.
Thus
( A17)
BY expanding cos6 sin© into a cower series and retaining
mm
the 1st order term only, we may derive the Leslie's threshold
















v. Coj «, O0
14.8%
Thus the power series is sufficient to represent sinecosQ.M. a. r
for
(A20)
Here E is the threshold field to unwinding the helix to nematic
u









where u is a constant ranging irom 0 to 1
(A2k) Try a solution
(A25)
Eqn (25) may be readily integrated if we have presumably
thake E(t) = E (1- tt ) t tn n n
t
' to
The solution thus obtained will be very complicated„
However such a form does not yield any value for engineering application
and also makes the definition of characteristic difficult In order
to gL ' a figure of merit (both for application and understanding)
we may take the idea of qusai-steady-state analysis in Electronic
circuit theory• Another analogy is the response of a low pass filter
to an electrical signal - if the time constant of the fitter is much
smaller than the change rate of the signal, output will follow the
input, giving a true replica.
i.e., if
(A26)
( a p p r o x i ma t i o n i s r 5; o o d
f o r
(23) (315)




Take 1(T6 dyne 10 um
1 um
the quasi-steady-state analysis is valid for
or
(A28)
and fails for (for E=0, wo do not need such analysis)
Determination of
Free energy of one domain wall to energy of nematic conformation
is
(A29)
Initiallj t$ small ('excluding the domain). Also since the
pitch diverges logarithmically with the field near the threshold,
it is a good approximation to take or
for E below E
u
Evolution of Winding Process
To first approxiarntion, we may use the quasi-steady-state analysis
to determine the relaxation characteristic time when E is
continuously reduced from a value above threshold (E E ) to a'' u
value E. The following calculation holds only for regions not
close to the domain walls and at the early stage of the relaxation
i.e. t is small.
Let
H e r e is the equilibrium distribution of over z .
i.e.
Also, it may be visualized that the odd order terms should be
missing since deviation from (z) vanishes at z and the
period of distortion is
If E does not change too fast,
siii2qQZ
If only the range z is considered, and for
small t is small. Also, the deviation term a is small if
E decreases at a rate not much faster than the inherent characteristic
time. Thus the above equation equation may be reduced to
(A 30)
The initiaal characteristic time is
(A31a)
However, the analysis breaks down if E changes abruptlyu
The corresponding rough estimate of he decay time would then be
approximated by :
(A31b)
This can be obtained by linearizing eqn (29) and the
derivation is 'identical to that of Jakeman and Raynos1„
Appendix 2














Three curves corresponding to three different turn-off times
have? been shown. It is clearly seen that a linear rise portion
occurs at the beginning followed by a slow rising period to a
quasi saturated levels A3 and C. The step-wise fluctuations are
presumably due to the annihilation of the domain walls « The amount
of such fluctuation is getting small for a faster turn-off.
Let f = fraction of focal conic texture,
f = fraction of planar texture
Im kLght Intensity corresponding to a perfect planar
Lg •= Light Intensity corresponding to a perfect focal conic
t
Usually, I changes a bit for different t but the error would
be very small if we take
r(t)
a. 1. s o
(A-12)
Hence f~ may be plotted vs time for different t 's.
Based on the idea that a periodic splay-bend distortion can return
to a perfect planar more easily, it is reasonable to take the
initial rising slopes of the ft curves as a measure of the
texture soon after switch off®
The composition of foncal conic in the metestable state depends
on t but the intensity soon after turn-off is a constant approximately,
o
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